4.0 APPRAISAL OF SPECIAL INTEREST
4.1 General Character
The history of water-based industry, whether tin-streaming, milling or, most significantly,
the contribution made by Holman’s Foundry, has been instrumental in shaping Nancherrow
and Tregeseal's character. The whole valley has a series of water related structures and
features, and the stream today is still a central element, despite or perhaps because, it is
so overgrown. Domestic buildings stretch along its course, and the industrial remains are
mills and leats rather than engine houses, dressing floors and mine waste dumps.
Only a few fields away from St Just, there is nevertheless a very different and isolated feel
to the area. However, the proximity of such a major market centre has had a limiting
impact on the development of Nancherrow and Tregeseal as self-supporting entities.

4.2 Surviving Historic Fabric
Pre-industrial
The old settlement foci at Nancherrow and Tregeseal Hill still survive as recognisable
agricultural hamlets, with 17th / 18th century buildings at both sites. Tregeseal Hill now has
the better preserved farmyard complex, although Nancherrow was historically probably the
more significant site. While it is outside the settlement area, Busvargus should be seen as
part and parcel of this pre-industrial stage although now largely 19th century in character.

Tregeseal Hill is an old farming settlement, the farmhouse (seen here in the foreground) is
17th / 18th century in date. Note the slight change in stone colour on the top quarter
indicating it has been heightened at some point in the past.
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Industrial
Evidence of the early, pre-19th century stage of industrial development in the valley still
exists. Elements of the most significant of these, the tin streaming remains, extend into
the eastern end of the settlement area. The extensive system of leats which runs through
the valley must contain many pre-19th century elements, as must the fragmentary building
remains still visible at various sites, especially Blackberry Stamps and Tregeseal Crofts,
and Busvargus Mill and mill house, which is the only significant domestic building which
can be associated with this phase. It is likely that some of the earliest cottages at
Tregeseal Hill, and on No-Go-By-Hill are 18th century in origin, and although adjoining the
older farms, do not seem to be part of the farming complexes.
Of the mining enterprises of the area, only the scanty remains of East Boscean still stand,
although there are areas of waste dumps and old shafts in many places around the valley.

The fragile remains of Busvargus Mill form an important reminder of the past industrial
activity in the area and make a substantial contribution to the special character of the
conservation area
The leats, launders, ponds and sluices which developed over the industrial period form
one of the most important industrial sequences in the Valley, especially now that the main
foundry buildings have gone. The outer wall (1857-80) of the Foundry, the counthouse
and the early 20th century gates still survive, as do various odd bits of stonework and
ironwork in the area, and various houses built by and for the foundry. At Nancherrow and
the foundry area the industrial housing, together with associated outbuildings, survive in
their entirety, unlike those of Tregeseal, which has reduced slightly in numbers. Not
surprisingly, the large attractive villas have also survived, with good gardens, walls,
terraces and other features in several cases.
Conversion, mostly of barns, but including the old Sunday School, has not by and large
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been too destructive of surviving buildings in the Valley.

4.3 Architecture, Geology & Building Materials
Geology & Building Materials
The character of the Nancherrow/ Tregeseal valley has been created by the long interplay
of agriculture and industry. It is difficult to speak of a true pre-industrial period here - for
much of its history the locals would scarcely have recognised a difference between the
industrial or agricultural population and the buildings they lived in and used. Even in the
mid 19th century industrial heyday, the cottage rows and industrial structures were set
amongst ancient but flourishing farmsteads and newly created smallholdings.
Today, the shared characteristics of all the various building types in the valley are more
significant than their differences – a limited range of materials ties the village closely to its
unique landscape setting, while most of the surviving fabric is from a relatively narrow time
frame.
There are scattered buildings from the 17/18th centuries, particularly in the old farming
hamlets (Nancherrow Farmhouse, Nancherrow Cottage on No-Go-By Hill, and the former
Tregeseal Farmhouse at Tregeseal Hill). The construction details of these earlier buildings
provide subtle contrasts with later industrial cottages in the valley in terms of use of
materials and the low proportions, large stacks and small windows. There are fragmentary
remains of other early buildings such as the possible almshouse on No-Go-By Hill and
some of the industrial remains in the valley – Bosvargus Mill itself is probably 18th century
or earlier, as is perhaps the adjacent mill house.
Most of the structures in the valley, however, date from the first two thirds of the 19th
century. In this period the foundry was founded and flourished, the cottage rows were built,
the farms expanded, the large villas of the owners and managers were built, and the
milling and processing of the product of the local mines accelerated in scale, and then
faded as rapidly away. Very little was built after the 1870s until the later 20th century
housing estates and infill plots, none of it making much reference to historic types, form or
quality.
The range of building materials used in the valley is as restricted as the dates of building.
The easily and locally available granite predominates – but there are nonetheless
important and sometimes subtle differences in the use of materials, which form an
essential element of local character.
The earlier buildings are constructed from moorstone, usually well-selected rectangular
blocks and often including very large stones (a particular feature also found in the
surrounding countryside), seen to best effect in Bosvargus Mill and in many of the
fragmentary industrial remains in the hedgerows and along the stream.
Quarried granite, still with some moorstone, is more usual in the 19th century structures,
typically used as random or rough coursed rubble - also prevalent along the stream edge
and in gullies and paving, as well as the many walls and hedges that abound in
Nancherrow and Tregeseal. There are also examples of cut and dressed granite used on
more substantial properties, including the converted barn at Tregeseal with its fine date
stone, and some of the larger cottages in the rows.
In line with this careful selection of materials for higher status buildings is the use of
stucco, which marks out the smooth and elegant facades of some of the larger houses,
such as Penrose, enriched with classical Grecian incised decoration. Render has
unfortunately also been inappropriately applied in more recent years to humbler cottages
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and used for the modern estate houses, running counter to the traditional building pattern.

The high quality stonework seen here is typical of the better quality found on several
properties within the conservation area. It also retains its traditional scantle slate roof
The other dominant material is of course slate. Despite the use of various replacement
materials in recent years, much original slate remains, both on principal buildings and on
the many outbuildings. Sitting on the many shallow pitched roofs it gives texture and
colour to the village and is an integral part of its character. Roofscape is very important
here as so much can be viewed from higher vantage points whether in St Just or from the
lanes leading out of the valley.
Architectural Styles
The distinctive range of building types in Nancherrow and Tregeseal compared to other
industrial villages in the St Just area also helps to create a specifically local sense of place.
The building types do, as elsewhere, reflect the major twofold division of activity between
agriculture and industry, but agricultural buildings show an unusual range of size, age and
quality linked to the long prosperity of farming in the area, including early farms and
outbuildings in the old hamlet cores, with large farm sites on the upper slopes of the valley.
Barns at Nancherrow and Tregeseal are amongst the most imposing and well-built
structures in the whole valley, while, in contrast, among the cottage rows and industrial
sites, and hardly different in date or detail, are occasional smallholdings with associated
small barns etc.
The ephemera of 19th century engineering and road improvements are more noticeable in
Nancherrow/Tregeseal than anywhere else in the area, St Just not excluded. They can be
found all along the valley - road bridges, guidepost, the former tollhouse (Toljy), boundary
stones, leats, springs, launders. Much of the ironwork in the street scene came from
Holman’s foundry, and some can still be found. Industry here meant milling, processing
and foundry work rather than the mining which, with its associated engine houses,
dressing floors and mine waste dumps, dominates most local settlements. Although there
are certainly mining remains in and around the valley, East Boscean at Nancherrow in
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particular, it is the remains of stamping mills, leat systems, launders and the still
recognisable remains of the Foundry complex itself, which distinguishes this area.
The outer wall (1857-80) of the Foundry, the original foundry house, counthouse and the
early 20th century gates still survive, as do various odd bits of stonework and ironwork in
the area. The industrial housing, together with associated outbuildings, and the large
attractive villas with their good gardens, walls, terraces and other features should all be
considered as part of this industrial complex.

The old Count House occupies an imposing position on the main street. Although
extended its link to the former industrial use of area remains obvious and the side
extension, perhaps more so than the front extension, retains a very industrial feel to it.
While the industrial cottage rows are themselves of a recognisable local type, they are
rather more generously provided with gardens than, for instance, contemporary rows in St
Just. There is much evidence of the former existence of iron railings, and several ‘cottages’
have good quality squared and dressed stone fronts with such details as incised voussoirs
over doors and windows – all suggesting a certain degree of status and higher income
(although in and around Tregeseal in particular here has been considerable loss of old
cottage rows – perhaps these were of lower quality and status and therefore more
vulnerable, giving a slightly unbalanced aspect to the quality of the surviving fabric). An
unusually well preserved row at Bosvargus Bridge (numbers 10-12 Tregeseal) retain their
original glazing bar sashes, extremely rare in the wider area.
The many ‘polite’ houses (both industrial and agricultural) are a unique feature when
compared with other local villages. The large houses built on the profits of industry are a
key element in the character and appearance of the valley. Alma Villa, now called
Penrose, was built c. 1855. A well detailed late Regency villa, stuccoed, with Grecian
details of a type familiar in St Just, it is deliberately set to be viewed directly from
Nancherrow Hill, the approach from St Just. Together with its grand glasshouse, boundary
walls, gates and mature gardens, it probably has the finest setting of any house in the
area. No. 8 No-Go-By Hill and no. 5 (Tregeseal House) with its gardens, outbuildings and
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gazebo, are also part of this process of gentrification.

Grand Regency sytled houses occupy higher ground and are designed to be seen within
the wider landscape – Penrose (left) is best seen when approaching from St Just, while
Tregeseal House can also best be seen across the valley, the side only visible from the
lane (right).
It is difficult to distinguish between those houses built on industrial profits and more overtly
farming houses - Bosvargus itself (just outside the conservation area) is more obviously
agricultural, but Highfield, built between 1880 and 1908, a large hipped roofed house,
surrounded by pine trees and gardens, with a prominent terraced wall with steps leading
through and down towards the foundry and thus seemingly related to the local industry, is
also a flourishing agricultural complex.
Because they all stand above the valley on the south-facing slopes, all these villas are
prominent buildings in the landscape. Within the valley are other more overtly industrial
sites: the former counthouse; Chypons, the original foundry office; The Croft at the head of
the settlement above Blackberry Stamps. The Lodge, a well-detailed example of ‘polite’
house-architecture, which, together with its walled garden, occupies a similar focal point to
Alma Villa/Penrose at Nancherrow, although on less grand a scale, is more difficult to
place in context.
Only St Just can show a similar number, quality and range of such buildings in the area.
And the proximity of St Just itself is the final significant determining factor in the narrow
range of the valley’s buildings, and thus its unique built character. Because of the
proximity of the town, there seems to have been little provision of the sort of nonresidential facilities in the valley that typified the mining villages of the area. A small
Sunday school was built at Tregeseal, but no chapel, institute, club or any other schools
were built, and there were no obvious shops - Toljy, now a gallery, has a shop front but is
probably relatively late.
Key buildings within the historic townscape could be said to include almost everything
since the valley is a cohesive whole. Having said this there are some obvious landmarks
such as Nancherrow Farm and Nancherrow Barn, Penrose, the former tollhouse, the
counthouse, the Lodge and The Croft, as well as the former Sunday School.
It is the rows, though, that speak of the working history of the valley and which physically
bind it together, even overcoming the sad loss of most of the foundry and enabling the
whole complex to be still understood as a central factor in the history and character of the
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valley.
And through the whole, as it ever has, the stream remains at the heart of the conservation
area, the very basis of distinct sense of place in this sheltered and sequestered valley.

The stream running through much of the conservation area is the very reason the
settlements developed here and it continues to make a valuable contribution to the special
character of the area

4.4 Spaces, Views & Vistas
The approaches to the valley along the main St Just to Botallack road are amongst the
best known views in the whole area. The view from the south is particularly picturesque,
focusing as it does on Alma Villa/Penrose and its grounds, while that from the east runs
past the mine remains of the lower (Kenidjack) valley, past the prominent three storied mill
building, and looks towards Nancherrow farmhouse, the East Boscean Mines and St Just.
From the valley, the hill top town of St Just is everywhere visible, the twin points of the
church tower and the bald bulk of the Methodist Chapel standing out among the ramparts
of ordinary cottages and boundary walls. The dominance of the church tower in particular
is one of the overriding impression of St Just from the valley, and perhaps makes it clear
why there were so few facilities in Nancherrow/Tregeseal when the town was so close.
Within the valley, there are particularly memorable long views along the roads, especially
in Tregeseal, long mature gardens, with well formed walls on the one side contrasting with
the informal growth and space of the stream side. The area around The Lodge at
Tregeseal offers intimate, sheltered and picturesque views of a very different quality from
the wild and often bleak views so typical of the mining districts.
On moving eastwards up the valley, there is the definite sense of moving into higher and
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wilder country, and at the head of the settlement, there are direct views into the still
industrial landscape of Lower Bostraze.

Views along the lane in Tregeseal (seen here looking west) are particularly rural, with
terraces set back behind old stone boundary walls and mature planting.
The new houses on the Holman’s Foundry site, although not grossly out of scale with the
neighbouring historic cottages, nevertheless create a discontinuity in the character and
quality of the valley. They could have reflected the linear nature of the settlement by
addressing the road and carrying on the tradition of the long cottage rows, or they could
have reflected the unusual nature of the foundry buildings, creating an interesting contrast
in bulk, design, and enclosure. Instead, they are arranged around a cul-de-sac in a
standard suburban format, with wide open roadways, little enclosure and poor detailing
and use of materials. The whole valley now has a hole where its heart should be. This is
made worse because this is the widest and least sheltered part of the valley and most
open to distant viewpoints.
The new housing at The Turnpike, although mercifully scarcely visible from within the old
village, has added a complete new suburban housing estate, again built around a cul-desac plan, which has nothing to do with the grain, character, form or development pattern of
the valley, and yet is now a prominent element within it.

4.5 Character Areas
With no extant working industry, Nancherrow and Tregeseal have become little more than
dormitory settlements to St Just and Penzance. Domestic buildings stand among
decaying and overgrown industrial remains, set within a wider landscape of small fields,
mostly used for grazing and marked out by mature Cornish hedges, lush with vegetation.
This statement has approached Nancherrow and Tregeseal by breaking them down into 4
main areas. Although these are (in some cases nominally) distinct, it should not be
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assumed that they do not interrelate or, in some cases, overlap. Similarly, it has usually
been possible for ease of reference to further sub-divide the areas by street/row; this
should not be taken as an indication that if a street or row is not given its own titled section
that it is in any way of less value.
The four character areas are:
z

Nancherrow /No-Go-By Hill

z

The Foundry Area

z

Tregeseal/Tregeseal Hill

z

Blackberry Stamps

Nancherrow /No-Go-By Hill
The steep approach down from St Just leads immediately into one of the oldest parts of
the conservation area where the turnpike road crosses the Kenidjack stream. On the west
side is Nancherrow Farm, at least 18th century in date, built of coursed granite, with a slate
roof and large external stacks. It was once surrounded by an extensive group of cottages,
farm-buildings and industrial buildings, set around a ‘town-place’ until the late 19th century.
Now, the busy B3306 makes it impossible to appreciate this historic and scenic context
and cuts the farm off from the rest of Nancherrow.
The tight bend here diverts the eye from the entrance to Nancherrow. There is little sense
of having crossed the stream, and this is now a place to travel past rather than to stop and
linger - a traffic junction rather than a townplace, although there has been a brave attempt
to reclaim some sense of place with some public art and a bench.
Nancherrow Barn is a landmark building. One of the most unusual in the conservation
area, its tall and wide shape defines the corner, is a gateway to the lower Kenidjack Valley
beyond and closes off the old town place set around this junction.

Nancherrow barn is an impressive landmark building. Its conversion has retained its non
domestic feel, helped by its scale, dominating the conservation area's western end.
Penrose (formerly Alma Villa) stands on rising ground behind railings and amid mature
landscaping at the bottom of Nancherrow Hill. It is as equally impressive as polite
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architecture as Nancherrow Barn is vernacular. Four square and brightly rendered it
dominates the approach from St Just as a statement of the pre-eminence of the Holman
family in this valley (although not the original owners, it soon became a principal family
residence for the foundry owners). Its boundary of original railings, walls and hedging
gives strong definition to the road edge here.
The former tollhouse, now gallery, makes up the fourth side of the townplace and dates
from the time (about 1830) when No-Go-By Hill became redundant as the main road and
was usurped by the turnpike road, now the B3306. The building, with its dual aspect,
creates the feeling of an end stop to the intimate village streets beyond.

The former Tollhouse, now a gallery occupies a prominent position at the road junction
where the 'new' B3306 road meets the old road and the lane into the village itself
Behind are an 18th century cottage and a group of converted farm outbuildings, which are
remains of the old farming hamlet and retain some of that character, providing a valuable
contrast with the larger scale and regular pattern of the industrial housing associated with
the foundry.
Opposite, the south side of the stream has seen some building – the only place along here
where development has crossed over to the south side of the stream. Hidden among the
trees and undergrowth around the stream are one or two buildings. The lack of density
and the remove from the village street reflects the informal shape of the old hamlet.
No-Go-By Hill rises steeply and there are almost immediately good views across the valley
to St Just as well as the backs and shallow slate roofs of houses in the village street below
– particularly Nancherrow Row.
Away from the junction with the main road, the buildings on No-Go-By Hill become more
loosely connected, allowing a feeling of space and a closer connection with the
countryside as houses soon give way to fields.
The north side of the road is marked by retaining walls with fragments of older buildings in
them, with a few cottages and later bungalows set back. On the other side cottage pairs
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step up the hill, gable ends to the road.
The splendid isolation of the late 19th century Highfield speaks of the elevated status that
views and setting above the industrial valley floor brought.

The rear of Nancherrow Row is particularly visible from No Go By Hill. There is an informal
mix of materials, extensions and outbuildings over which there are impressive views
towards St Just
The Foundry Area
The built environment is restricted solely to the north side of the road, with the stream
occupying the south. This accentuates the stream’s importance as a physical element,
with mature trees and undergrowth along its course. In among this natural environment
there are important archaeological features, in particular the shoat; this was the only local
source of fresh water until 1962, and is now treated as a picturesque object in the street
scene, although its railings are of an inappropriate style, made worse by suburban style
footpaths in this rural setting.
The open land on the south side of the valley allows panoramas and other views of St Just
on the skyline.
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The galvanised railings around the shoat are somewhat uncharacteristic (left) as are the
suburban style pavements, although the impact is lessened by the stone walls and
planting.
Nancherrow Row
There is an immediate contrast with the scattered and informal shape of the old town place
at Nancherrow. Instead, this is the streetscape of an industrial settlement. The cottages,
which were built for foundry workers sometime in the 1830s, are of two storeys. Built of
granite, one or two have been rendered, while all have shallow pitched slate (natural or
man made) roofs. Granite walls with kerbstone capping bound their long front gardens these define the street edge, acting as a foil to the attractively unkempt and overgrown
south side. The curve of the walls sweeps around towards the foundry site. The row is
also highly visible from the main road and the combination of granite, some render, slate
and mature gardens results in a rich mix of textures.
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Although many cottages on Nancherrow Row have undergone alterations their overall
collective character is important. This pair of cottages at the western end of the terrace
have been altered, to their detriment, although they still make a positive contribution to the
special character of the conservation area
The Foundry
The core of the settlement was the foundry; survival of key parts of the complex means
that this is still an important historical site, and a crucial element of the conservation area.
The site is still partly bounded by impressive walls, set with the original entrance gates and
fragments of buildings. The original foundry house/office and outbuildings, the later count
house and, indeed, the cottage rows are all part of this complex. The core area has been
redeveloped as a housing estate, the form, access, layout, siting and detail of which pays
little respect to its historical or physical context. Such is the quality of that context,
however, that the street frontage is not beyond enhancement and reintegration with the
surrounding townscape, and the whole complex retains significant historic and
archaeological importance.
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The old gate to the former Holmans site survives (left) albeit in a fragile condition in need
of repair. The modern cul-de-sac layout on the site fails to preserve or enhance the
character of the conservation area.
To the west of the foundry, the former counthouse is now a dwelling, set in its own grounds
and stepped back from the line of Nancherrow Row. It is a large four square and solidly
built building, the hipped roof is prominent in the roofscape of the valley, and it is set
amongst a good series of walls and gardens. However, the front boundary has been
removed for parking – this has resulted in loss of definition to the back of street and to the
setting of the counthouse itself.
To the east of the foundry the remains of the industrial complex include Chypons (the
former Foundry House and outbuildings), the original foundry offices in the 1830s. In the
lane to the north of Chypons there are associated fragments of walls and leats.

Chypons (former Foundry House) is imposing building at the end of Tregeseal Terrace at
the junction with New Road. Informal parking at this wide junction is common place.
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There are also views north and east from this lane and the foundry site over open green
paddocks and the terraced garden and walls to Highfield, which sits up No-Go-By Hill,
highlighting the role of formal landscapes in this otherwise working valley.
In front of Chypons and the adjoining part of Tregeseal Terrace is the junction with New
Road. There is room here for limited informal street parking up to the boundary walls
where the road widens out. This open space creates the impression of a small square,
contrasting with the narrow tree lined lane beyond with its sense of seclusion. The
openness here is the result of New Road being cut into the existing street pattern in the
late 19th century.
Busvargus Barn and New Road
Providing the other side of the ‘square’ to Tregeseal Terrace is the Busvargus Barn group.
The base of the range closest to the bridge is probably the remains of an 18th century (or
earlier) mill, another reminder of the water-based industry in the valley. Most of the
buildings in their present form, however, are probably no older than New Road. The
converted barns, set in lush semi-tropical gardens, form a substantial mass on this corner
and are joined to the bridge’s granite wall. Further south along New Road and just outside
the conservation area are a contemporary row and cottage, part of this historic group.
Adjacent to St Just Rugby Ground, the open space here allows views up to St Just and
along the valley, and forms part of the green corridor between the two settlements.

Busvargus Barn, now used as tea rooms probably has 18th century origins, although much
work has taken place in its conversion. Where the stream passes though its gardens it has
taken on a more formal / manicured appearance unlike its character elsewhere along the
road.
The view back towards the valley is of the foundry re-development, with a large modern
barn beyond it on the skyline – giving little hint of the historic significance of the foundry
site or the qualities of the surrounding townscape. On the east side of New Road the
Turnpike estate pays little reference to the prevailing historic character.
Tregeseal Terrace
Although Chypons dates from the 1830s, the rest of the terrace was added in the mid 19th
century. The entrance to the valley road is narrow and intimate as the garden walls to
Tregeseal Terrace cut into the open space. Mature trees in the gardens and self-seeded
trees along the stream retain the impression of a country lane, in contrast to the open
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streetscape of Nancherrow Row.
Many of the cottages are rendered, double fronted and only one room deep. There is
evidence that the boundary walls used to have railings, the restoration of which would
enhance their appearance. Behind the walls the well-planted front gardens provide the
setting for the cottages, some with bays and all with their original chimney stacks, creating
an attractive rhythm in this self-contained streetscape.

Tregeseal Terrace was added on to Chypons (left) in the mid 19th century and some of the
properties do show interesting characteristics from that period e.g. rendered frontages with
bay windows
Tregeseal Row
As it expanded eastwards Tregeseal Row seems to have absorbed one or two
smallholdings. For example, no.2 may have been a byre attached to no. 1, and there is a
surviving barn. Of particular note in the row is no.5, which has some architectural
pretensions with dressed stone and cut voussoirs to the windows.
Tregeseal Row is set further back from the road than Tregeseal Terrace allowing longer
front gardens – these are, as elsewhere in the village, behind their original front walls,
which, for the most part, have not been cut through for car parking. In addition there is
substantial mature planting, which gives rise to the impression of a secluded leafy lane
alongside the fast running stream.
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Tregeseal Row (left) is set back from the road behind good gardens, although some have
been affected by parking or clutter. The stone stile (right) on the edge of the modern estate
is of interest
The Turnpike estate is well screened from the Tregeseal side by mature trees and some
incongruous lapboard fencing. Of note is the old stile and path that skirts the edge of The
Turnpike – a lovely moment of intimacy in an otherwise all too suburban setting.
Parking is potentially an issue in one or two of the gardens and along the streamside
where inroads have been made along the otherwise green and leafy riverbank, which may
be host to interesting industrial archaeology.
Tregeseal/Tregeseal Hill
Bosvargus Mill
East of Tregeseal Row the streetscape opens out, accentuating the strong relationship
between the townscape and surrounding countryside. On the north side, for the first time,
there are open fields and on the south side buildings – a radical change in the appearance
of the streetscape which reflects the change in the pattern of historical development. This
is the point where the tight grain of the foundry rows meets with the older, less structured,
settlement pattern around Tregeseal.
The oldest building here is Bosvargus Mill (18th century or earlier in origin) which, although
ruinous, is an important reminder of the history of water-based industry in the valley.
Leading up to this is a row of detached and attached cottages. The row stands in a
relatively large informal enclosure rather than having regular narrow gardens as in
Tregeseal Terrace and Tregeseal Row. The cottages are a mix of heights and finishes,
adding to the unplanned feeling of this area when compared with the workers’ rows. This
produces a looser and more rural feel to this part of the valley enhanced by the trees that
form the backdrop.
The cottages are bound together as a group by a common front boundary line onto the
access lane that separates them from the stream – the galvanised post and rail fencing is
a discordant element in this otherwise rustic enclave.
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There is a great deal of under-recorded industrial archaeology along the stream side,
including mill workings, launders and shoats, all of which contribute to its character.
The early 19th century Bosvargus House and farm (an ancient manorial site) can be
glimpsed on the hill to the south, important to the setting of the conservation area as
another good local example of an architecturally ‘polite’ villa.

Adjacent to the ruins of Bosvargus Mill it would appear effort is being made to remove the
inappropriate paint from the former mill house (left). Other traditional properties here (right)
also form part of an important group of buildings surrounded by a wealth of archaeology
The north side of the main street remains as green fields, an important area of open space
that acts as a foil to the buildings opposite, retaining its historic character (with associated
historic buildings – two old barns). As such, it defines the setting and character of this part
of the valley.
The small Sunday school, which dates from the 1840s, is an interestingly detailed property
with shouldered arch windows. Once the only institutional building in the valley, it has now
been sensitively converted to residential use. Set back from the road, its small scale has
meant that it has not intruded on the feeling of open space created by the adjacent field.
Bosvargus Bridge
Bosvargus Bridge is an ancient crossing point in the valley; the bridge structure itself may
be of some antiquity. As at Nancherrow, a loose collection of diverse buildings centred on
the crossing point, creating a town place. This retains its character as a discrete
settlement focus in the valley; the houses here once stood amongst busy working
industrial sites and the concentration of archaeological remains here is the densest in the
conservation area. There are substantial fragments of buildings and leats and an
important surviving cast iron launder across the stream.
On the south side, 10-12 Tregeseal are good examples of relatively unaltered cottages
from the early 19th century. Almost uniquely they have retained their original glazing bar
sashes, perhaps a reflection of the sheltered nature of the valley, the weather having not
prompted repair or replacement.
Even from here, before the valley road rises eastwards, there are views of St Just, with its
non-conformist chapel dominating the skyline.
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At the bottom of Tregeseal Hill, The Lodge is a well-detailed example of polite architecture
from the mid-late 19th century. It acts as an eye catcher coming down Bosvargus Hill, and
its status is accentuated by mature ornamental planting, very different in nature to the
natural growth along the banks of the stream.

Quite different in their style of architecture but nevertheless both equally as important to
this part of the conservation area The Lodge (left) stands proudly behind its impressive
boundary wall, while 10-12 Tregeseal is an important largely unaltered traditional row.
Another large property further east showing signs of arts and crafts styled improvements in
the early 20th century, and with its associated barns and stables acts as an end stop to the
hamlet.
A substantial modern house has been built in front of it on the site of the former caravan
park; whatever its merits as a design, it cuts the older property off from its historic context
and stands uncomfortably close and overbearing to both the adjacent older house and the
scale of the historic townscape.
Trees form both the backdrop and stand amongst the buildings here, not just self-seeded
sycamores as elsewhere in the valley, but also large ornamental and evergreen species,
reflecting the presence of ‘polite’ residences. From outside the valley it is these trees that
dominate, marking out both the stream course and the presence of the settlement.
Tregeseal Hill
Running north from Bosvargus Bridge, Tregeseal Hill is a steep path twisting its way up the
valley side, flanked on both sides by a series of old terraced enclosures with elevated
views and substantial gardens. These are, or were, workers’ cottage rows and are
essentially of the same scale as those in Nancherrow and Tregeseal Terraces.
There were formerly more cottage rows both here and in the valley bottom, and there has
been and continues to be pressure to build anew in the empty plots. New development
has by and large followed the established scale and layout (with at least one very
prominent exception on the east side of the hill), but care needs to be taken that
extraneous features and detailing are both minimised and in keeping, and that soft
landscaping, so important to the setting of the buildings and the valley as a whole, is not
sacrificed. Towards the foot of the hill, above The Lodge, the open land provides views
across the valley and the roofscape.
At the top of the hill is the old agricultural settlement of Tregeseal. The farmhouse is
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17th/18th century, altered and heightened in the mid 19th century and extended in the late
20th. Behind it is a good walled farmyard with a group of granite farm-buildings, the most
prominent of which was a very fine barn dated 1843, which has now been converted to the
detriment of its character and setting; in particular, the demolition and repositioning of
boundary walls has led to a loss of enclosure and relationship to both the lane and original
farm. In Tregeseal there are short rows that relate as much to the scattered semiindustrial smallholdings in the surrounding landscape as they do to the confined cottage
rows within the valley.
The two storey slate roof and granite walled rows in this old farming hamlet are associated
with attached and detached farm-buildings, the latter now converted to domestic use.
These cottages are built east-west along the contours of the hill, like those on the slopes
below; the ancient route runs on to the north out of the hamlet and a more recent road was
built for vehicle traffic to the east via Blackberry Stamps. There are the remains of several
outbuildings backing onto this lane, which ends in an intimate enclave at the top the hill,
where views abound over the rooftops to St Just and the wider landscape.

The group of properties on Tregeseal Hill are viewed well from Bosvargus (left). The white
rendered late 20th century house stands out here and is rather unfortunate. At the top of
the hill this traditional terrace (right) probably has 18th century origins
Blackberry Stamps
To the east of Tregeseal the valley begins to open out and there is a definite sense of
moving into higher and wilder country. At first sight this seems to be no longer part of the
village, but the historic pattern of cottages and larger houses, set amongst old stamping
mills and leat systems, which is the distinct character of the whole settlement, actually
continues up the valley as far as The Croft, the large house built for the Holman family.
Looking out over the whole valley, this house, on an old industrial site, stands in splendid
isolation, a symbol of the power and influence held by the family that was responsible for
much employment in the valley and marking the furthest limit of the industrial settlement
and conservation area.
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Built for the Holman family in the early 20th century The Croft, a large Arts and Crafts
inspired house (with later extensions) forms the eastern end of the conservation area.
All the way up the lane there are remnants of quarries, milling and tin stamping, whether
leats, bits of iron sticking out of boundary walls or Blackberry Stamps themselves, now
nothing more than an arrangement of walls and a shed that was probably the stamping
mill. The houses, a mix of cottages and bungalows, are scattered and set in their own
grounds, not intruding on the wider landscape.

Taking its name from the historic activity in this are 'Blackberry Stamps' is a 20th century
bungalow that looks out of place within the conservation area, but is fortunately its impact
is contained by its position
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The stream can be seen as it comes down from the high moor, a link with the wider
countryside of green fields and massive boundary walls that culminate in the mining
landscape at the head of the valley at Bostraze.
St Just is also highly visible to the west, stretching across the horizon, reinforcing its role
as the centre upon which Nancherrow and Tregeseal have historically always been
dependent.
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